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Abstract: The conclusions of this report are based on the initial perception of ar-
chitecture as a system of communication, aiming at interpolation of similar rules for 
efficiency and harmony, suggesting universal screening criteria of value of the artistic 
product. The proposed model – matrix of communication in architecture could serve 
as a starting form in design approaches and analytical searches within the pluralistic 
boundless field of modern architectural projects, offering possible equivalent options in 
the absence of valid criteria for artistic quality. The report argues that such an analytical 
perspective provides one of the few possibilities of reconciliation of the eternal opposi-
tion form/content, conceptualizing them as the two complementary sides of the same 
communicative indivisible whole.
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The core of the conceptual disposition of this paper is the assumption that 
architecture could be analytically approached as a system of communication 
– a versatile research tool applicable to virtually all areas of human activity. My 
main concern as a practicing designer for many years now has been focused on 
questions like: Why some buildings are deemed beautiful and others are not? 
Some last forever as intellectually meaningful, while others drop out of the er-
ratic public attention like the fading shine of a tarnished gem. Why sometimes 
architecture is able to excite social consciousness for centuries, and sometimes re-
mains hopelessly unnoticeablе. Also – are there rules to guide the path of search-е. Also – are there rules to guide the path of search-. Also – are there rules to guide the path of search-
ing for optimal architectural solution so that the final result should be generally 
perceived as successful? Such concerns are constantly topical in the profession 
but today they become especially important, when all the traditional evaluation 
criteria have been questioned and the matters of quality and value are quite con-
troversial in the huge pluralistic field of contemporary art production.

I believe that this choice of an analytical position – to equalize architecture 
to a process of communication could be a possible bridge that reveals to the 
theoretical and practical fields the prospects of locating the problems within 
the realm of general humanities, where the universal truths of knowledge are 
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synthesized. The preference of this particular scientific standpoint is not occa-
sional. It is a logical result not only of the essence of architecture itself but also 
of the spirit of our time – the communication era. The idea is an intentional 
conceptualization of the matter of communication from an architectural point 
of view, followed by the examination of effective palpable operative communica-
tion predispositions of architecture itself. 

The aim of such an adventure is the excerption of eventual identical condi-
tions of equilibrium of the architectural system, avoiding the bias of adhering 
to the radical scholastic compaction of the architectural phenomena in strictly 
mathematical and other analytical frameworks. Through this specific filter of 
the analogy of architecture and communication, we would try to derive a better-
focused picture of the incredible variety within the boundaries of the contempo-
rary architectural production, looking for the codes of the imminent logic that 
defines it. 

Moreover that architecture of the last decades extended its traditional pe-
rimeter of competence to the extreme and unambiguously positioned itself as a 
hybrid entity in the light of the systems of communication, eventually convert-
ing into an Urban Integrated Technological Inter-media of its own right. The 
contemporary production of the architectural vanguard owns its character not 
only to the reincarnations engendered by the invasion of the electronic media 
in the sphere of traditional art but to the fact that architectural reality (a media 
reality of itself communicating through the dissemination of meaning), is un-
dergoing a radical inherent transformation of representations, provoked by its 
own communicative nature (Fig. 1). And externally catalyzed by the logic of the 
technological progress.

All the transformation trends which affected the essence of architecture 
so deeply were triggered by the massive accession of the modern media into 
the structure of the city (Fig. 2). Advertising luminous displays conquered the 

Fig. 1. Studio Pei Zhu, Digital Beijing, 2008 (photo: the author) 
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facades and practically invalidated their meaning and the strictly architectural 
veto over the visual character of the habitable environment. And trying to with-
stand and mitigate the consequences of this aggressive invasion and its own dis-
placement, architecture mutated into a new monumental media hybrid. The 
buildings tend to convert into blended structures of mixtures of programs, ad-
vertising, technology and construction, into a kind of constructed situations. 
Events of ecstatic experience. 

We live in a world dominated by communication. It has saturated our lives 
and colonized culture. Mass media, a main means of communication, became 
a dominant form of omnipresence in reality, transforming the very essence of 
knowledge into aesthetic diffusive forms of expressiveness. It soundly estab-
lished itself as most efficient instrument of the culture industry. The balance of 
the ratio image/reality has been changed rapidly and drastically, which has in 
fact been prophesized as early as the turn of the 20th century with the erosion of 
the borders between real and artistic, introduced by modernist abstraction. Be-
sides a strict unchanging demarcating line between the spheres of fictional and 
non fictional is not easily discernable anyway. Every communication process 
could engender at a certain stage aesthetic and artistic qualities. The mode of 
communication has changed – civilization is bombarded by images, produced 
and perceived in the matrix of new visual models in a new communicative situ-
ation of art consumption (Fig. 2).  

Global space becomes an endless extended to infinity environment of flows 
– compressed virtual reality of energy flows. Today the very space perception ac-compressed virtual reality of energy flows. Today the very space perception ac-
quires new energy influenced by the raging abilities of the digital communica-

Fig. 2. Venice, 2010 (photo: information Studio Pei Zhu)
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tions. No wonder the realm of the city became 
a place for events, constantly morphing in the 
materialization of its electronic contents (Figs 
3, 4).

 The city exists entangled within a net-
work in an ever ongoing spatial continuity. It 
is not even a city anymore in the traditional 
sense, it is a megapolis – a global web entity 
with specific local representations. Architec-
ture cannot remain indifferent to the tenden-
cy. The buildings acquired electronic nervous 
systems of their own, enabling them to react to 
the changes of the environment, getting closer 
to the definition of William Mitchell – “robots 
with foundations”, containing and distribut-
ing information [Mitchell , 2008] (Fig. 5).

The entire building is nearly self-suffi-
cient with solar panels on the roof, sun filters 
and various smart sensors to increase energy 
efficiency. Sendai Mediateque information, 
material structural flows are correlated and 

emphasized as vertical sheaves – acting simultaneously as a support and a means 
of spatial communication (Fig. 6). 

Even the notion of “home” was conceptualized as a short pause in the digi- “home” was conceptualized as a short pause in the digi-“home” was conceptualized as a short pause in the digi-
tal information exchange. The inmost citadel of the architecture has been pe-

Fig. 3. NOX, D-tower, Interactive
Public Artwork, 1999-2004   

Fig. 4. MAD architects, Beijing 2050 project
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Fig. 5. CLOUD, Media-Tech building, Barcelona, 2011  

Fig. 6. T. Ito, Sendai Media-TEC, 2000
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netrated unobstructedly by this mighty communication immaterial wire drift 
– the understanding of the correlation public/private is quite shaky today with 
the omnipresent Global Web in our homes. They became also containers and 
distributors of information, as Toyo Ito said in an interview.  So architecture was 
compelled, in fact I do not think it had any other choice but to participate in the 
complex hybrid project of the total influence. 

ARCHITECTURE TELLS STORIES and is MEDIA

Concerning Communication – the notion is first of all conceptualized as 
exchange of information, telling and listening to stories and architecture 
is a universal story teller. The scientific scope of scholarship, concerning ar-
chitecture as a message – the meaning in architecture and the architectural 
ability to express and influence are quite extensive. Forms and volumes ar-
ranged in space tell stories and induce emotions. Juxtaposed, architectural 
objects also combine and convert into a time/space narrative – large scale 
monumental events, simultaneously denotative and connotative sign systems. 
They are subordinated to the conventions of visual representation of the cur-
rent cultural situation, concerning the overall valid character and methods of 
the signification. Building like masks, screens to hide behind, but today they 
tend to mask themselves, stepping in the role of monumental interfaces or 
QR codes (Figs 7, 8).

Because contemporary media and architecture are deployed and imple-
mented in parallel, they are equally exposed to the invasion of contemporary 
technologies in their fields of activities. This circumstance additionally enhances 

Fig. 7. L. B. Alberty, Santa Maria Novella, Florence, 1448-1470;
Behind the main facade
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process of consolidating the New Media as 
a dominant communication power, pola-
rizing the entire field of culture. 

But architecture is ready to much 
more complicated behavior than just 
imitating external to its field cultural dy-
namics, it does not only receive, convert 
and utilize the universal communication 
mechanisms, influencing the current vi-
sual culture and perceived according to 
the conventions of the concrete civiliza-
tional cycle. It alters its intrinsic represen-
tational mode provoked by its own innate 
communicative nature and mutates into 
a complex technological mediatic mul-
tiformity. Today the architectural image 
could be reduced to, e.g., prints on glass 
walls. MVRDV offered an option of con-
verting architecture into printed matter, 
a media image of itself. (In Fig. 9 – this is not a brick wall, but images of 
bricks, windows, etc on glass screens.) 

Architecture pronouncedly interacts with media but a necessary precondi-
tion of interaction is the existence of a property of compatibility and in the case 
of architecture its innate ties of kinship with media wire the process of osmosis. 

A hundred and eighty years ago in the legendary Notre Dame de Paris, Vic-
tor Hugo announced his visionary prophecy: “This will kill that”, (“Ceci tuera 

Fig. 8. Beijing Greenprix Media Wall, 
2008, 21st century analogy

Fig. 9. MVRDV, the Glass Farm, Schijndrel, the Nethetlands,
2013, image @MVRDV, inhabitat.com 
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cela”) says his character comparing a book on the table and the silhouette of 
the Gothic cathedral through the window [Юго, 1987: 178] (Fig. 10). Accord- Accord-Accord-
ing to the great writer architecture as communication media of images was to 
be displaced by the printed text, which could easily and at a lower price preserve 
knowledge and distribute messages. Hugo calls architecture “the great script of 
mankind” and the cathedral, the Temple of Solomon in particular – “holly book, 
whose concentric enclosures priests were reading God’s word from, translated 
and pronounced in stone” [Цветкова, 2012,  author’s translation]. There are not 
essential achievements of human thought which have not been inscribed in stone, 
he adds. The insight of the thinker Hugo is formulated artistically, but that does 
not diminish its value of a scientific fact – a current socio-cultural transformation 
of media channels to disseminate information is identified.

MIXING REALITIES

What happens today is that we are witnessing the result of a cause – turning 
to philosophy of Hegel we will find an universal explanation there – every human 
reality must pass mediating environment of visualization and representation, 
and only through this medium it penetrates the soul and impacts the will. This is 
how art works – it substitutes reality with its creations; architecture creates arti-
ficial inhabitable realities parallel to nature. Mass media, on its own right, have 
ample opportunities for recreation, and a doubling of reality, that is to say, its 
images can be easily converted into images that do not require to be perceived as 
images of reality itself, and for images that have independently primarily artistic 
importance. On this basis, the new media can easily achieve transformation in a 
world parallel to the real world [Стефанов, 1987]. 

And on the other hand – this is the intrinsic vocation of architecture – the 
organization of artificial worlds. On the level at which it “writes the libretto of 

Fig. 10. Notre Damme de Paris; photo: the author
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habitation”, avails of the right to frame the living world and to control the rela-
tions between private and public spaces, architecture of all arts is delegated the 
responsibility to rethink ordinary reality, and to display it in a desired fore-
shortening, transcending ordinariness, improved by the mythological enigma 
of artistry (Fig. 11).

Architecture and communication are two similar rule-based sign games, 
they similarly intermingle the idea of real and imaginative in an alloy of mate-
rial and virtual expressions. I will avoid stepping into the clarification of archi-
tecture-as-a-language debate – do we really communicate architecturally on a 
clearly linguistic basis and what is the nature of this communication. In any case 
they both – architecture and communication, can be equalized to a system com-
parable to a living organism, responding to the evolving environment.  The idea 
is illustrated in architectural articulation, e.g., in Boubourg in Paris, the high-
tech landmark of French culture as an open uncovered architectural organism, 
skinless exhibitionistic demonstration of operational, also internal communica-
tion systems (Fig. 12).

 There are a number of possible communication theories that can shed light 
on the contemporary evolution of architecture basing on the essence of commu-
nication, notwithstanding the complex ambiguous nature of the former with all 
its metaphorical implications. 

It is reasonable to formulate what communication actually is although 
practically everybody is sure of his clear understanding of the notion – that it is 
something so familiar and obvious, which is the case with the attitude towards 
architecture too. 

 Although the communication studies form a comparatively new theoretical 
area, the sport of defining communication was so widespread that about 1976 
Dance and Larson, renowned communication theorists, reported over 126 defi-
nitions proposed by the relevant literature [Miller, 2002: 3]. For the purposes of 
this paper a singular definition of communication is stating that:

Fig. 11. Z. Hadid, Aliev Culture center, Baku, 2013
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Communication is a deliberate social interaction carried out through the 
exchange of symbols and signs in varying social contexts. This is an interactive 
process - symbolic interaction creates an opportunity through the exchange of 
information to coordinate with each other and as a consequence  to influence 
the environmental balance [Petev, 2012: 15].

Apart from this there is a substantial variety of communication models too. 
My choice for the sake of the analysis will be the scheme of the classical Shannon 
and Weaver Model of information of 1949 because of its popularity and univer-
sal instrumentality. 

Shannon and Weaver were two American researchers – a mathematician 
and an engineer. (It follows a simple process line – starts with an initiator of a message 
of some kind, encoded and directed through a channel and then consequently decoded 

Fig. 12. Piano, Rogers, Beabourg Center, Paris, 1971-1977) 

Fig. 13. The Shannon and Weaver mathematical model – 1949, architecture analogue     
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and received at its final destination. This activity is as a rule accompanied by possible 
noise sources blurring the clarity of the information transferred.) The tenet of this 
model is basically that all communication is in principle analogous to a phone 
call, with the same factors of source, channel, message, noise, and it is a useful 
stylization of a protean process of converse, deprived of any deceitful comple-
mentary overlays. 

This is the model in its architectural embodiment; as part of this theoreti-
cal concept, we identify analogously related elements. This model successfully 
schematizes the process of architectural communication, and cultural commu-
nication in general, also as a reflection of the complex impact of communication  
technologies in the field of humanities (Fig. 13).  

ELEMENTS of COMMUNICATION 

ADRESSER, ADRESSEE, CHANNEL, MESSAGE, NOISE
EFFECTIVENESS 

THE FUNCTIONS of architectural communication also is a central factor 
in the communication models. As far as architecture is concerned we will con-
centrate and observe the matter within the context of its well known architec-
tural ambiguity and reduce it to the problematic of two broadly outlined areas. 

Architecture combines mutually-exclusive and dialectically united charac-
teristics such as material and spiritual, creativity and pragmatism, commodity and uto-
pia, form and function if you will, in a delicate balance and endless disputes for 
superiority. The history of architecture in fact somehow could be looked upon 
as a space-time fluctuation between these two extremes, which from a communi-
cational point of view are the two parts of one indivisible whole, by their nature 
– one and the same.

The main agent in communication models is the notion FUNCTION of 
communication.

The primary function of architectural communication is UTILITY

Known and broadly shared is the claim that architectural objects are pri-
marily designed to function, providing conditions for carrying out all sorts of 
activities, ensuring the survival of the human species. And as a secondary func-
tion – to communicate meaning.  We are not going to argue the consistency 
in principle of this statement – yes, buildings should provide opportunities for 
safe and decent living. But our scientific standpoint here enables us to see the 
two sides of the oppositions so common as two parts of an equation. The inhe-
rent functionality of the architectural object is in fact a form of communication. 
Because even the most normative, modest and banal architectural fact, even 
without a hint of a claim for aesthetic value, starts to disseminate messages as 
an accomplished communication system the very moment it appears as a visible 
artifact in human space.

A) First of all, the act of constitution in the space of a particular archi-
tectural volume compares it with existing environment and the object directly 
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connects, respects it or rejects it. It is already a form of Communication. It 
could be a good practice or not, successful achievement or an outright failure, 
but it inevitably establishes in the existing ambience as an integral, relatively 
long-term reality of some kind. The building begins to function in an ensemble, 
participates in hierarchies dominated or overwhelmed by their environment, 
tearing down or contributing to existing volumes, closes views and overshadows 
surfaces or frames and highlights certain accents. Not in vain some theorists ac-
count the general nature of the architecture in terms of space as a correlation 
process - a juxtaposition. There are numerous examples (Fig. 14).

The architect can also choose the artistic approach of conformism and con-
textualism, complete stylistic immersion of volumes in the outgoing nature of 
urbanized context in various ways, according to a range of circumstances and 
basically on the  quality of his/her creative potential.

This four-star hotel in Spain is solved as a definitely modern building with 
an almost De Stijl purity of the planes, avoiding the blatant imitation of the clutter 
of the vernacular Mediterranean style of the surroundings. While the scale of the 
constituent volumes, the amicable lopsided forms and their freedom in positioning, 
the range of colours on the facades naturally implants the new architecture into the 
existing traditional environment. This is a true intellectual nod to the philosophy and 
spirit of place (Genius Loci). So a contemporary building is cleanly introduced as 
a character in the medieval architectural style of this wine region in Spain, without 
violating  or impersonating it, and yet different, avoiding the impotence of a literal 
copying (Fig. 15). 

B) Another consideration is that architectural space communicates with its 
users in an operative mode too. It should be able to successfully sign and advise 
ways for unobstructed utilization of the specific areas as a condition for the op-

Fig. 14. D. Libeskind, Dresden Museum of war history extention, 2011
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timal functioning of the building, which practically means nothing other but 
effective architectural communication.

Utilitarian function is communication of separate parts within an assem-
bly. For example, the organization of the entrance area of high-rise buildings 
shall provide direct access to vertical communication. The requirement is essen-
tial to the functioning of the edifice as an operative system and simultaneously is 
its straightforward form of delivery of information (how the building functions 
vertically) or this is a true mode of visual communication. The fictional levels of 
communication are numerous; they include also the subconscious cultural pre-
disposition of the communicating parties, which is an integral part of the com-
munication patterns. “You see what you know”, as Ruskin says. Architectural 
object communicates not only as indicating;  it unlocks functional experience 
– we know in advance that through the door we can go outside and get inside, 
we know what we can expect from a door. It represents the idea of   transition 
– in space and time. “Going through the door requires a change in the level, 
an intermediate condition, middle life” [Rousseva, 2013: 9]. Even the famous 
allegory of the door in the field – where it can always be circumvented, it still 
rings a bell of transition and access. The simple functional element “Becomes 
an architectural symbol and a sign of border, change and transformation.” “The 
function determining the form might be lost, but the form and symbolism re-
main serving communicative purposes” [Rousseva, 2013: 10,15]. 

“Beauty in art is just “forgotten utility”[Angelov, 2004: 22] architectural 
objects are fully operational systems thanks to a rich set of communication his-
tory. 

C) And third – architectural objects are cast to their unlimited audience, 
to their mercy, according to Charles Jencks – the “showroom” of the art of ar-
chitecture is significant in its size. Spiritualized by their stories and dialogue, 
buildings are presented with their mass and volumes in environments inhabited 
by people and they are engaged in an everlasting intercourse, influencing each 
other, communicating, even if the architectural artifact has not been conceptu-
alized as a special object of observation. This is a social phenomenon – Built vo-

Fig. 15. Designhouses, Viura hotel, Rioja Alavesa, Spain, 2010
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lumes in space emit information – they suggest better or worse (sometimes quite 
literally) stories about different human impulses: FUNCTION, HISTORY, 
USERS, DESIGNERS (Figs 16, 17). 

The conceptual issue – should the building communicate its function whole- – should the building communicate its function whole- should the building communicate its function whole-
heartedly in the exterior – still remains open. We remember the imperviousness 
and detachment, intellectual restraint, which was inherent  to the  philosophy 
of expressiveness of Early Modernism, the architecture of Adolf Loos for ex-
ample. In this respect, Postmodernism as successor brought radical revisions in 
the rules of the blank face - the architectural image of abstract flatness fiddled 

Fig. 17. Frank Gehry, Walt Disney Hall, 1987-1997

Fig. 16. The Milan Cathedral 
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in carnival incarnations and the buildings were given the right to participate 
in a spatial masquerade in which the formal language, not just could possibly 
“shout”, or remain “silent”, it could  directly “mislead”. Department stores were 
transformed into medieval rows of houses, and underground ventilation shafts 
into pocket size Palladian villas [Habermass, 1997: 227] (Fig. 18).

So this so called UTILITARIAN FUNCTION is a form of communication 
of its own right.  The success of its deployment is the prerequisite of the optimal 
functioning of the architectural object. For example, the ladder looks like a lad-
der and users know that it is means to overcome floors. It communicates visu-
ally its function and those who enjoy participating in this spatial dialogue, obey 
the designation of a specific form - for example, step height, width of shoulder, 
texture of the materials, handle height, etc. are arbitrary conditionalities which 
people have to take into consideration, to use the ladder according to the way it 
instructs them to and allows them to do.

In this perspective, the architectural utilitarian aspect is effectively commu-
nicative. But as Roland Barthes writes, “use (utilitarian purpose – author’s note, 
R.B.) never does anything but shelter meaning” [Barthes, 1997: 166].  Stipula-
ting to percept the utilitarian function in architecture as communication, we 
are granted the chance to study and comprehend both fields – architecture 
and communication, better [Eco, 1989]. So the public object is related to so-. So the public object is related to so-So the public object is related to so-
cio-cultural demands through utility [Mill, 1973: 113]. But human needs are 
not li mited to satisfying the primary utilitarian necessities only. Anthropologist 
George Mills (“Anthropology and Art”) discerns two major operative aspects of 
art their “utilitarianism” and “function”. It is important to keep in mind the 
distinction between them and how are these two facts related to each other. The 

Fig. 18. Pandorf center, Vancouver
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first concerns the direct utilitarian needs – for example, to shelter a symphony 
orchestra. This can be done in an comparatively appropriate space, even in a 
barn. But people aspire to something more, to the totality of the experience, 
and concert halls around the world, as you know, look differently. The term 
“function” in this case is used in its sense of cultural functions of the build-
ing and a synthetic concept, with a different meaning from direct “use” in the 
trivial sense. This is a quality that stands out and expects to be understood and 
apprecia ted – the magnet that accretes cultural value of the architectural work. 
“Utility is a matter of entering into action, while function is entering into aware-
ness”. Contemplating, as Mill says. 

Aiming at this type of value, architecture is conceptualizing significance, 
identification of marks of uniqueness, and ensuring maximum impact on the 
audience of users and viewers or – it is conceptualizing optimal communica-
tion. The goals might be various – from a demonstration of power to the effect 
of propaganda of certain ideas or political doctrine or any kind of human 
impulses you can think of. In this respect the architecture of Nazism is an 
eloquent example and in general, the architecture of totalitarian regimes as a 
rule. Heavy unyielding severity of massive buildings with nationalist flavour 
exercise additional oppressive effect as timeless monoliths, repeating to infi-
nity surfaces and volumes – as if a replica of the numerous faceless devoted 
to repressive state apparatus. Facades with myriad of uniform openings evoke 
associations of marching soldiers and unmistakably prompt the idea of total 
submission (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19. The Reichsbank, Berlin 
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The Nature of architectural communication and of art in general, is ra-
tionalized on prevalently spiritual, symbolic and in this sense, non-utilitarian 
grounds, assuming the hypothesis that archaic sacred festival for celebration 
of divine elements of nature is the prehistoric paradigm of art. All the known 
forms of expression of the spirituality of the ancient men must have been 
intertwined in an inseparable unity, rooted deeply into this kind of transcen-
dental experience, this Dionysian ecstatic ritual according to Nietzsche [Led-
dy, 1999]. And the holy festival required its sacred space. This sacred space, 
the space of the temple, communicating symbols, is the true proto-form of 
architectural space. It is the real eternal target of architecture, not so much 
the practicality of habitation. Not in vain in the millennial history of culture 
vestiges of temples are much more common than of residential buildings. Be-
cause there is where the emphasis had been placed and everything expensive 
and durable, the most technologically advanced, available to the ancient build-
ers has been implemented.  The space of communion, communication with 
God is transformed into a sign of God, sealed forever in generative civiliza-
tional memory as an expression of spirit. Although devoid of deliberate spiri-
tualism and pursuit of sublime heights 
of spiritual conditions, most recent ex-
amples of architectural achievements 
are not inferior as influence capacity, 
dragging their audience into an end-
less narrative of experiences and inter-
textuality (Fig. 20).

Repercussions of pure expression 
as a factor in architectural communica-
tion is an inexhaustible source of infor-
mation – man is amazingly sensitive to 
artistic suggestions, ready to perceive 
and accept their messages directly and 
unquestioned. 

In conclusion, accepting architec-
ture as a form of communication pre-
disposes the principle negation of the 
fundamental contradiction between 
form and function. On this predispo-
sition, it becomes a synthesis of two 
general inseparable and indivisible me-
chanically facts of a two-face unity. Fig. 20. Fr. Gehry, DB Berlin, 2001
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